
The Solution for Turf Equipment 
Maintenance

Turf Kit
Car Lift Accessories
SKU# 5174020
Turf Lift Accessory Kit / Fits: XPR-10S and XPR-9S

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 6AM to 4:30PM PST

BendPak’s exclusive turf kit offers a durable, safe and reliable 
system for virtually every turf lifting application. Powerful 
and secure, the turf lift accessory kit greatly increases 
speed and maintenance repair work on all popular sizes of 
turf maintenance equipment, from large fairway mowers 
to greens mowers, utility carts, sand groomers, fertilizer 
sprayers, golf and refreshment carts. Fully adjustable 
wheel pan and fork assemblies fit a wide array of wheel 
arrangements.

This turf kit provides open access to the gear box, blades, 
reels and other essential components, and it all means 
greater shop efficiency. Easily switch between the turf kit and 
a standard swing arm assembly to convert your two-post turf 
lift back into a regular two-post car lift.

The XPR-Series turf kit is a reflection of BendPak’s 
commitment to producing versatile equipment of the highest 
quality, maximum safety and utmost reliability. Featuring 
the most advanced engineered technology available in the 
industry, these turf kits are built to safety standards well 
above normal OSHA/ALI/ETL requirements. Just like our car 
lifts, it includes a wealth of features to support the operator’s 
need for performance and security. Our XPR-series is the 
undisputable industry benchmark that others are sure to 
copy but never replicate.

Whatever your golf course or grounds maintenance/
grooming vehicle requirements, this one turf kit is designed 
to meet your needs. Even before you start looking at other 
options, you’ll be impressed with our long list of standard 
features and capabilities that are packed into every two-post 
lift to which our turf kit adapts.

Here’s the bottom line: when you buy BendPak, you can 
expect a significant boost in performance and life expectancy. 
In fact, your new turf kit might be the last one you ever 
purchase. No one surpasses us in quality, consistency or 
safety. Not now, not ever.
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Features
 - 7,000-lb. lifting capacity
 - Fits: XPR-10S and XPR-9S 
 - Wide drive-thru configuration
 - Fully adjustable full-width wheel pan and fork 

assemblies
 - Accommodates a wide variety of vehicle 

assemblies
 - Full-width wheel pan is ideal for single or dual-

wheeled vehicles
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